EUROPEAN PEDIGREE for GIROLAMO (GER) - Three Dams

Sire:
DAI JIN (GB)
(Bay 2000)
GIROLAMO (GER)
(Bay horse 2009)
Dam:
GOLDEN TIME (GER)
(Chesnut 1991)

Peintre Celebre (USA)
(Chesnut 1994)

Nureyev (USA)

Dawlah (GB)
(Bay/Brown 1992)

Shirley Heights

Surumu (GER)
(Chesnut 1974)

Literat

Gaukelspielerin (GER)
(Bay 1980)

Windwurf (GER)

Peinture Bleue (USA)
Urjwan (USA)
Surama (GER)
Gaukelei (GER)

GIROLAMO (GER) (2009 horse by DAI JIN (GB)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £3,216 at 3 years, placed once, £3,350 at 5 years; in France, won
1 race and placed twice, £13,677 at 7 years; in Germany, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £143,750 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times,
£68,699 at 4 years, placed twice, £8,333 at 5 years, placed 3 times, £13,954 at 6 years, unplaced at 7 years; in Switzerland, won 1 race,
£28,571 at 7 years; in United Arab Emirates, unplaced at 4 years; won Preis von Europa, Cologne, Gr.1, 1m 4f, 2012, Gerling Preis,
Cologne, Gr.2, 1m 4f, 2013, Grand Prix Land Rover Jockey Club, Dielsdorf, L, 1m 4f, 2016; second in Idee Hansa Preis, Hamburg, Gr.2,
1m 4f, 2013, Gerling Preis, Cologne, Gr.2, 1m 4f, 2015; third in Sparda Deutsches Derby, Hamburg, Gr.1, 1m 4f, 2012, Grosser Preis von
Bayern, Munich, Gr.1, 1m 4f, 2013, German Tote Langer Hamburger, Hamburg, L, 2m, 2014, Iffezheimer Derby-Trial, Baden-Baden, L, 1m
3f, 2012
1st dam.
Golden Time (GER) (1991 mare by SURUMU (GER)); in Germany, won 1 race, £2,245 at 2 years, placed 4 times, £6,848 at 3 years, placed
once, £370 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in Germany over jumps, won 1 race and placed once, £4,115 at 4 years; second in Frankenheim
Alt Pokal, Dusseldorf, L, 7f, 1994, exported to Germany; dam of 12 known foals; 12 known runners; 11 known winners.
GOOSE BAY (GER) (2005 mare by GROOM DANCER (USA)); in France, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years; in Germany, won 2
races and placed twice, £21,622 at 2 years, placed twice, £6,470 at 3 years; in Italy, won 1 race, £112,500 at 3 years; won Oaks d'Italia,
Milan, Gr.2, 1m 3f, 2008, Oppenheim-Rennen, Cologne, L, 6f 110y, 2007; second in Berberis Rennen, Mulheim, L, 1m 4f, 2008,
Henkel Rennen, Dusseldorf, L, 1m 2f 110y, 2008; third in Maurice Lacroix-Trophy, Baden-Baden, Gr.3, 7f, 2007
GIROLAMO (GER) (2009 horse by DAI JIN (GB)), see above.
GEREON (GER) (2008 horse by NEXT DESERT (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 5 years; in Germany, won 3 races, £34,071 at 2 years,
placed 3 times, £37,069 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £24,750 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £38,049 at 5 years,
placed 3 times, £12,833 at 6 years, placed 5 times, £12,791 at 7 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £9,853 at 8 years, won 1 race and
placed once, £2,393 at 9 years; won Darley Oettingen Rennen, Baden-Baden, Gr.2, 1m, 2013, Herzog von Ratibor Rennen, Krefeld,
Gr.3, 1m 110y, 2010; second in Mehl-Mulhens Rennen (2000 Guineas), Cologne, Gr.2, 1m, 2011, Bayerische Hausbau Grosse Europa
Meile, Munich, Gr.2, 1m, 2012, Jubilaumspreis Hoppegartener Sommerpreis, Berlin-Hoppegarten, L, 1m, 2016, AARON Automobile
Rennen, Munich, L, 1m 2f, 2012, GP Besitzervereinigung Neue Bult Pokal, Hannover, L, 1m, 2015, Hessen Pokal, Frankfurt, L, 1m,
2014, BWIN Sachsen Preis, Dresden, L, 1m 2f, 2012; third in G.P. der SWK Stadtwerke Meilen Trophy, Krefeld, Gr.2, 1m 110y, 2013,
Oppenheim Union-Rennen Prem. Dreierwette, Cologne, Gr.2, 1m 3f, 2011, Badener Meile, Baden-Baden, Gr.3, 1m, 2014
GRANTSVILLE (GER) (2002 mare by TREMPOLINO (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed 6 times, £12,372 at 5 years, placed 3 times, £5,029 at 6
years, won 1 race and placed twice, £13,627 at 7 years, placed once, £460 at 8 years; in France, won 1 race and placed twice, £13,242 at 4
years; in Germany, unplaced at 2 years, won 2 races and placed twice, £15,709 at 3 years; in GB/IRE over hurdles, placed once, £263 at
5 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £11,438 at 6 years, placed twice, £1,909 at 7 years, placed once, £389 at 8 years; in GB/IRE over
fences, unplaced at 8 years; won Japan Racing Association Trophy, Baden-Baden, L, 1m 1f, 2005, exported to France; dam ofNabunga (FR) (2012 gelding by AUSSIE RULES (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced, £1,170 at 6 years; in France, won 2 races and placed 5
times, £32,828 at 3 years, placed 4 times, £10,043 at 4 years, won 3 races and placed 3 times, £68,283 at 5 years, won 1 race and
placed twice, £28,797 at 6 years, placed 7 times, £21,136 at 7 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £15,127 at 8 years; in Italy,
unplaced at 6 years; second in Prix Right Royal, Chantilly, L, 1m 7f, 2018; third in Prix Denisy, Saint-Cloud, L, 1m 7f 110y, 2017.
Futura (AUS) (2013 gelding by HUSSONET (USA)); in Australia, placed twice; in Hong Kong, won 1 race and placed twice, £133,159
at 4 years, placed twice, £28,504 at 5 years, won 2 races and placed 4 times, £160,359 at 6 years, placed twice, £42,586 at 7 years;
second in Taj Rossi Final Gibson Carmichael Stakes, Flemington, L, 1m, 2016.
Endless Rose (NZ) (2014 mare by AMERICAIN (USA)); in Australia, placed once.
GO EAST (GER) (2004 mare by HIGHEST HONOR (FR)); in France, placed once, £2,241 at 2 years; in Germany, won 3 races and placed
twice, £16,622 at 3 years; in Italy, won 1 race, £16,081 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years; won Japan Racing Association Trophy,
Baden-Baden, L, 1m 3f, 2007, Premio Giovanni Falck, Milan, L, 1m 4f, 2007; dam ofFEUERLILIE (GB) (2014 mare by DUTCH ART (GB)); in France, placed once, £4,274 at 3 years; in Germany, placed 3 times, £2,692 at

3 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £5,974 at 4 years, won 2 races and placed 6 times, £11,890 at 5 years, won 1 race, £1,907 at
6 years, exported to Germany.
GLORIA (GB) (2015 mare by SHOWCASING (GB)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, placed 6 times, £24,372 at 3 years, won 3 races and
placed twice, £47,496 at 4 years, won 1 race, £6,356 at 5 years, exported to France.
GOTIA (GB) (2010 mare by TEOFILO (IRE)); in Germany, won 1 race and placed twice, £7,236 at 3 years, exported to Germany; dam
ofGIRARD (GER) (2015 horse by RAVEN'S PASS (USA)); in France, unplaced, £619 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years; in Germany,
won 1 race and placed once, £3,590 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed once, £8,806 at 3 years, placed 5 times, £2,297 at 4 years,
unplaced, £508 at 5 years; in Italy, unplaced at 2 years.
Galette (GER) (2016 mare by AUTHORIZED (IRE)); in Germany, placed once, £1,239 at 2 years, placed once, £1,081 at 3 years,
exported to Germany.
Great Motive (GB) (2013 horse by MANDURO (GER)); in Germany, placed 4 times, £1,876 at 3 years, exported to Germany.
Cindy Bould (GB) (2011 mare by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam ofBALGEES TIME (FR) (2016 mare by DABIRSIM (FR)); in GB/IRE, unplaced, £600 at 3 years, placed twice, £2,060 at 4 years; in
France, won 1 race and placed twice, £12,248 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £22,243 at 3 years, placed once, £2,034
at 4 years.
All Or Nothing (FR) (2017 gelding by DABIRSIM (FR)); in France, unplaced, £763 at 3 years.
Colorado Sand (IRE) (2018 filly by FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
Gran Dama (GB) (2012 mare by CAPE CROSS (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to Spain.
Gemma (GER) (2016 mare by SEA THE MOON (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Gigi (GER) (2018 filly by SOLDIER HOLLOW (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Giant's Cauldron (GER) (2011 horse by PEINTRE CELEBRE (USA)); in France, unplaced at 5 years; in Germany, won 1 race and placed
4 times, £24,167 at 3 years, placed 6 times, £2,869 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £3,270 at 6 years, placed once, £332 at 7
years, placed 4 times, £2,486 at 8 years; second in Iffezheimer Derby-Trial, Baden-Baden, L, 1m 3f, 2014.
GESPIELIN (GER) (1997 mare by GREINTON); in Italy, unplaced at 2 years, won 2 races and placed once, £3,430 at 3 years, placed 4
times, £3,072 at 4 years, won 3 races and placed twice, £5,603 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years; dam ofSONNIENDE (ITY) (2016 horse by SOUND OF DESERT (IRE)); in Italy, placed 3 times, £2,565 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 6
times, £14,770 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £5,914 at 4 years.
SU FILIGARZU (ITY) (2005 horse by FONCE' (IRE)); in Italy, won 1 race and placed twice, £1,565 at 2 years, placed twice, £850 at 3
years, placed once, £181 at 5 years.
Frantzisca Rosa (ITY) (2006 mare by BIG MAMBO (USA)); in Italy, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Su Burghesu (ITY) (2007 horse by FONCE' (IRE)); in Italy, unplaced at 3 years.
Buccianedda (ITY) (2013 mare by DOCKSIDER (USA)); in Italy, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years.
GUANGZHOU (GER) (2007 mare by KONIGSTIGER (GER)); in Germany, placed twice, £1,456 at 2 years, placed twice, £1,062 at 3 years,
won 2 races and placed once, £2,999 at 4 years, exported to Germany; dam ofGLORIOUS WARRIOR (IRE) (2015 gelding by SHAMARDAL (USA)); in Belgium, won 2 races and placed 5 times, £11,213 at 4
years; in France, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years; in Germany, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced, £180 at 4 years, exported to
Germany.
GUILLOTINE SHAVE (IRE) (2014 horse by SLICKLY (FR)); in Czech Republic, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed once,
£1,232 at 3 years; in Germany, unplaced at 6 years; in Slovakia, unplaced at 3 years, exported to France.
Golden Princess (GB) (2016 mare by DALAKHANI (IRE)); in France, placed once, £676 at 3 years; in Germany, placed once, £265 at 2
years, placed 8 times, £5,505 at 3 years, exported to Germany.
Gualamo (FR) (2013 horse by SAMUM (GER)); in USA, unplaced, £177 at 3 years.
Gamble Girl (GER) (2017 filly by IFFRAAJ (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Goosebump (GER) (2018 colt by TAI CHI (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.
GRAASTEN (GER) (2012 gelding by SHOLOKHOV (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years; in France, unplaced, £1,124 at 3 years; in
Germany, won 1 race and placed once, £3,000 at 2 years, won 1 race, £5,814 at 3 years; in Italy, unplaced at 3 years; in GB/IRE over
hurdles, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £6,412 at 4 years, placed once, £549 at 5 years, won 1 race, £4,760 at 6 years, unplaced, £350 at
7 years; in GB/IRE over fences, won 1 race and placed once, £7,801 at 6 years, placed once, £1,355 at 7 years.
GEPARD (GER) (2014 horse by SOLDIER HOLLOW (GB)); in Germany, placed once, £221 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times,
£5,982 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £11,903 at 4 years, won 2 races and placed once, £15,766 at 5 years.
GRAND PLACE (FR) (2000 mare by LAW SOCIETY (USA)); in Germany, won 1 race and placed once, £2,270 at 2 years, placed once,
£649 at 3 years.
Georgienna (GER) (2001 mare by BARYSHNIKOV (AUS)); in France, placed once, £1,690 at 3 years; in Germany, unplaced at 3 years.
2nd dam.
GAUKELSPIELERIN (GER) (1980 mare by WINDWURF (GER)); in West Germany, won 1 race and placed 3 times, 10850 D.M.; dam of 6
known foals; 5 known runners; 3 known winners
Golden Time (GER) (1991 mare by SURUMU (GER)), see above.
GOLDEN GATE (GER) (1987 horse by SURUMU (GER)); in Germany, won 1 race; in Germany over jumps, won 2 races.
GOLDEN GAME (GER) (1988 horse by KONIGSSTUHL (GER)); in Germany, won 1 race.
Gaukelgirl (GER) (1993 mare by SURE BLADE (USA)); in Germany, placed 3 times, £2,342 at 3 years; in Germany over jumps, unplaced at
3 years.
Gorgonzola (GER) (1989 mare by OROFINO (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of(2009 horse by DELLA FRANCESCA (USA)).
Grand Plaisir (GER) (1990 horse by KONIGSSTUHL (GER)); in Germany, unplaced at 4 years.

3rd dam.
GAUKELEI (GER) (1974 mare by FRONTAL); in West Germany, placed once, 890 D.M.; dam of 6 known foals; 5 known runners; 5 known
winners
GOLDEN BERRY (GER) (1981 gelding by ATHENAGORAS (GER)); in West Germany, won 1 race and placed 3 times, 6200 D.M.; in
West Germany over jumps, won 8 races and placed 6 times, 86600 D.M.; won Grosser Preis von Karlshorst Chase, Bremen, L, 1986,
Grosser Preis von Karlshorst Chase, Bremen, L, 1987, Dujardin Steeplechase, Krefeld, L, 1984; third in Hauptjagdrennen des
Vierjahrigen Stp, Mulheim, L, 1985
GWENDY (GER) (1979 mare by WINDWURF (GER)); in West Germany, won 2 races and placed 14 times, 21560 D.M.; dam ofGolden Flair (GER) (1988 mare by KONIGSSTUHL (GER)); in Germany, unplaced at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 4 times, £5,799
at 3 years, won 3 races and placed 4 times, £14,507 at 4 years; third in Nereide Rennen-P.des Ibis Hotels Dresden, Gelsenkirchen, L,
1m 2f, 1992; dam ofGOLDEN SET (GER) (1998 horse by SECOND SET (IRE)); in Belgium, won 3 races and placed 7 times, £2,678 at 5 years, won 1
race and placed 5 times, £2,210 at 6 years, won 1 race and placed 5 times, £3,121 at 7 years, won 2 races and placed once, £4,069
at 8 years, unplaced at 9 years, unplaced at 10 years; in Germany, placed twice, £782 at 3 years, placed once, £245 at 4 years,
placed once, £246 at 6 years.
GIGUE (GER) (2006 mare by ROYAL DRAGON (USA)); in Germany, unplaced at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 7 times, £4,822
at 4 years, won 2 races and placed once, £4,439 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £2,625 at 6 years, won 1 race and placed
twice, £2,216 at 7 years, placed 3 times, £625 at 8 years; in Italy, unplaced at 3 years; dam ofGoethe's Gretchen (GER) (2018 filly by TRES ROCK DANON (FR)), unraced in GB/IRE.
GOLDSCHNITT (GER) (1997 horse by NEBOS (GER)); in Germany, won 1 race and placed twice, £2,053 at 4 years, won 1 race
and placed twice, £1,595 at 5 years, placed once, £130 at 6 years; in Germany over jumps, unplaced, £97 at 6 years.
GOYO (GER) (1999 horse by DAUN (GER)); in Germany, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £1,994 at 3 years, won 2 races and
placed 5 times, £8,196 at 4 years, placed 5 times, £2,729 at 5 years.
GRUYERE (GER) (2000 mare by GREINTON); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £5,650 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed
once, £5,176 at 4 years, placed 7 times, £8,580 at 5 years, placed 3 times, £5,380 at 6 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times,
£10,271 at 7 years, unplaced at 8 years; in Germany, placed twice, £3,313 at 2 years, placed 6 times, £3,324 at 3 years, placed
once, £373 at 4 years.
GIRASOL (GER) (2003 mare by STERNKOENIG (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 3 years; in Germany, placed twice, £552 at 3 years,
won 1 race and placed 5 times, £3,193 at 4 years, placed twice, £919 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £3,826 at 6 years,
won 1 race, £1,771 at 7 years, unplaced at 8 years, unplaced at 9 years; in Italy, placed once, £1,934 at 3 years.
Gagara (GER) (1996 mare by DAUN (GER)); in Germany, placed once, £181 at 3 years.
Gorgeous Dragon (GER) (2005 mare by ROYAL DRAGON (USA)); in Germany, placed 3 times, £1,824 at 2 years.
Golfito (GER) (1994 horse by ACATENANGO (GER)); in Germany, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Go For Gold (GER) (2002 mare by STERNKOENIG (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Golden Wind (GER) (2007 mare by PEPPERCORN (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.
GOMO (GER) (1986 horse by MASTER THATCH); in Germany, placed once, £312 at 3 years, won 4 races and placed twice, £6,960 at
4 years, placed once, £313 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.
GWENDULA (GER) (1987 mare by LAGUNAS); in Germany, placed once, £183 at 3 years, won 2 races and placed 6 times, £5,382 at 4
years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £4,120 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.
GENA'S PRIDE (GER) (1991 horse by VAL DES PRES (FR)); in Germany, won 1 race and placed once, £2,179 at 3 years, won 3 races
and placed 4 times, £10,905 at 4 years.
Gwendina (GER) (1989 mare by NANDINO (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.
GAUKELSPIELERIN (GER) (1980 mare by WINDWURF (GER)), see above.
GOLDJUNGE (GER) (1982 horse by NEBOS (GER)); in West Germany, won 1 race and placed 9 times, 12950 D.M.; in West Germany
over jumps, placed 6 times, 7100 D.M.
GARANTIE (GER) (1987 mare by ESCLAVO (FR)); in Germany, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £2,674 at 3 years,
unplaced at 4 years; in Germany over jumps, unplaced, £147 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Greenville (GER) (1986 horse by PILING (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
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